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Introduction/Background
This document describes the hydraulic analysis conducted for the Mad River in the vicinity of
the Mad River levee at Blue Lake (a federal levee project located near the City of Blue Lake,
Humboldt County, California). This analysis was prepared by Manhard Consulting (Manhard)
and Northern Hydrology & Engineering (NHE) for the Humboldt County Public Works
Department (County).
The County is currently in the process of conducting hydrologic and hydraulic analysis and
floodplain mapping (Project) in the vicinity of the Mad River levee with funding provided by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The overall purpose of this Project is to
provide accurate, up-to-date information regarding flood risk for areas protected by levees and
adjacent to areas in the study area in conformance with current FEMA standards. The work
products from this Project will be used by FEMA to update the Digital Flood Insurance Rate
Map and Flood Insurance Study report for Humboldt County.

Detailed Study Area/Reach
The Mad River detailed study area/reach is located in Humboldt County and consists of
approximately 3 miles of the Mad River and approximately 1.1 miles of the North Fork (NF)
Mad River (Figure 1), near the City of Blue Lake. The study area includes the approximate 1.5mile long Mad River levee located along the right bank (facing downstream) of the Mad River
and NF Mad River near their confluence (Figure 1).

Mad River Hydrologic Analysis
The Mad River hydrologic analysis for this Project has been conducted under separate cover
(NHE and Manhard, 2013), and reviewed under the FEMA independent QA/QC requirements.
Flood-frequency estimates for the Mad River are based on Bulletin 17B procedures (Interagency
Advisory Committee on Water Data [IACWD], 1982) using peak flow data from the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) Mad River near Arcata, CA gaging station (station no. 11481000); a
64-year record of annual-peak discharges. The flood frequency estimates for the Mad River near
Arcata were scaled to the Mad River above and below the confluence with the NF Mad River
using the National Streamflow Statistics Program (Ries, 2007) (Table 1).
Flood-frequency estimates for the NF Mad River are based on Bulletin 17B procedures using
peak flow data from the USGS NF Mad River near Korbel, CA gaging station (station no.
1140800). The peak discharges recorded at the gaging station were reported for 9 years. The
peak discharges were extended using the MOVE1 technique (Hirsch, 1982) and data from the
USGS gaging station at Little River near Trinidad, CA (No. 11481200). Fifty-seven annual peak
discharges were recorded at the Little River station. The NF Mad River annual-peak discharge
record was extended to 56 years (WY 1956-2011) using the MOVE1 technique and the long1

record from the Little River. The flood frequency estimates for the NF Mad River near Korbel
were scaled to the NF Mad River above the confluence with the Mad River following Ries
(2007) (Table 1).

Table 1.

Flood-frequency estimates for Mad River and NF Mad River, Humboldt County, CA.
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Figure 1. Mad River detailed study area (source: Humboldt County Public Works, 2012).
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Analytical Methods
The following section describes the methods and data used to develop the hydraulic model and
conduct the hydraulic analysis.

One-Dimensional Hydraulic Model
A one-dimensional hydraulic model (model) was developed for this study using the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (COE) HEC-RAS modeling system (COE, 2010). The HEC-RAS model
calculates one-dimensional water surface profiles and average channel velocities for both steady
gradually varied flow and unsteady flow through a channel. For this analysis, steady flow
modeling was used to predict flood levels within the project area/reach for the 10-, 4-, 1- and 0.2percent annual chance discharges for the Mad River and the NF Mad River (Table 1). Reference
can be made to the HEC-RAS manual for information specific to steady state modeling.

Topographic, Bathymetric and Flow Structure Data
A Project topographic surface of the project area was developed based on LiDAR data in the
floodplain areas and field based cross-section surveys in the channel. LiDAR data for the project
area was collected in November 2011 as part of this Project. Cross sections were surveyed, at
riffle crests, during the wetted channel survey of the Mad River on October 18 and 21, 2011.
Flow in the Mad River on these days, recorded at the Arcata station, was 129 cfs and 118 cfs,
respectively. The NF Mad River was dry during the LiDAR survey. Cross-sections and channel
thalweg were determined using the LiDAR survey for the NF Mad River. The 2011 LiDAR and
cross-section data have gone through the FEMA independent QA/QC review requirements. A
report of the results of the LiDAR survey and thalweg survey is provided under separate cover
(Sousa Land Surveyors, 2011).
The Hatchery Road bridge crossing within the model was based on Humboldt County as-built
bridge plans. Additionally, there is a small corrugated metal pipe culvert located approximately
1,300 feet north of the bridge that was included within the model. Survey data for this culvert
was provided by County staff in March 2013.
Vertical elevations referenced to the NGVD29 datum were converted to NAVD88 using the
following National Geodetic Survey VERTCON conversion (Appendix A): NAVD88 –
NGVD29 = 3.346 feet.

Model Extent and Setup
The modeling area includes the Mad River and the Mad River floodplain from 2.4 miles
downstream of the Hatchery Road bridge to 1.4 miles upstream of the bridge and the NF Mad
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River and the NF Mad River floodplain from its confluence with the Mad River to 1.1 miles
upstream of the confluence (Figure 1).
To generate the model geometry, a geo-referenced HEC-RAS geometry file was created using
ArcGIS. Cross-section lines were drawn to extend across the entire floodplain of both the Mad
River and the NF Mad River. Surveyed ground elevations were snapped along a perpendicular
line to the drawn cross-section line. The Project topographic surface LiDAR data within the
Mad River and NF Mad River channels were removed and then augmented with the snapped
cross-section data.
Cross-section lines where extended into the floodplain, and dog-legged perpendicular to the
expected flood flow direction based on floodplain contours and professional judgment.
Similarly, overbank flow lines were generated based on floodplain contours. Bank lines and land
use polygons were generated based on the aerial imagery collected as part of the 2011 LiDAR
acquisition (0.25 foot pixel color ortho-imagery).
The HEC-GeoRAS extension was used to create the HEC-RAS geometry file from the Project
topographic surface, cross-section lines, centerline, bank lines, overbank lines and land use
polygons. The geometry file was imported into HEC-RAS and checked for consistency. The
Hatchery Road bridge data was input into the HEC-RAS geometry file based on the Humboldt
County as-built bridge plans (Appendix B). Final model editing was conducted within HECRAS. Figure 2 shows the geometric layout of the HEC-RAS model. Ineffective flow areas
(IFAs) were set in obvious non-conveyance floodplain backwater areas.

Hatchery Road Lateral Structure
Hatchery Road crosses the Mad River just downstream of the confluence with the NF Mad
River. . In order to properly assess the relationship between the roadway and the hydraulic
function of the river during storm events, the road was coded into the model as a lateral structure.
A Base Model, which included the Mad River levee in the geometry, was constructed for this
scenario. The flow that overtopped the roadway was set to re-enter the system just downstream
of the bridge crossing. The Flow Optimization Option was activated, in order to determine the
balance between the flow that stays within the Mad River and the flow that overtops the road
(and ultimately re-enters the Mad River downstream of the bridge crossing).
While conducting the initial model runs on this model, it became apparent that the HEC-RAS
program was experiencing an error in the flow calculations at the lateral structure. Specifically,
the model was estimating decreasing flows within the Mad River and adjacent overbanks with
larger storm events. In other words, the model was overestimating the weir flow over the lateral
structure and underestimating the flow that remained in the Mad River and adjacent overbanks.
In order to correct for this processing error, the tailwater connection was modified such that all
flow overtopping the road will “leave the system”. With this modified tailwater condition, the
model correctly accounted for the overtopping flows at the lateral structure. The re-calculated
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flows along the river increased as the storm events increased in magnitude. This model plan was
then saved as Plan 1. The flow optimization was de-activated and the flows produced by the
optimized plan were entered directly into the model flow file. The flow that overtopped the
roadway was applied back into the system just downstream of the bridge crossing. IFAs were set
along the top of the roadway at the cross-sections that overtopped the road. This plan, Plan 1, is
referred to below in Project Models Section.

Model Parameters
Land use was generalized into six categories and Manning's roughness coefficients (n values)
were assigned to each land use polygon (Table 2 and Figure 3). Manning’s n values ranged from
0.032 to 0.15 and were estimated based on prior modeling experience, professional judgment and
field observations.
Contraction and expansion energy loss coefficients were set at default values of 0.1 and 0.3,
respectively, for all cross-sections except for the cross-sections immediately upstream and
downstream of the Hatchery Road bridge; these were increased to 0.3 and 0.5, respectively.

Boundary Conditions
The downstream boundary conditions (BC) for both the Mad River and the NF Mad River were
set to normal depth using an average channel bed slope of 0.0029 and 0.0048, respectively.
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Figure 2. Configuration of hydraulic model for the Mad River study area.
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Table 2. Designated land use types and assigned Manning n values.
Land Use Type

Manning n Value

Channel

0.032

Pasture/Floodplain

0.050

Grass Shrub/Light Urban

0.075

Forest

0.150
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Figure 3. Hydraulic model land use polygon configuration and associated Manning n values.
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Project Models
Five Project model plans were developed from the base HEC-RAS model. The first model plan
(Plan 1) consists of the Mad River “with levee” option, which includes the levee along the right
overbank of the Mad River and is used to provide flood elevations assuming a functioning levee
(Geometry: “Mad River w Levee Hardcoded in”; Plan: “Mad River w Levee”). The second
model plan (Plan 2) includes the Mad River “without levee” option, which has the levee option
removed but the levee remaining in the geometry, and is used to provide natural valley flood
elevations assuming a nonfunctioning levee (Geometry: “Mad River wo Levee but levee in geo”;
Plan: “Mad River – wo Levee but levee in geo”). This approach follows the Natural Valley
Procedure described in Analysis and Mapping Procedures for Non-Accredited Levees (FEMA,
2011). The third model plan (Plan 3) is the floodway analysis for the Mad River, which was
performed with the “with levee” geometry (Geometry: “Mad River FLOODWAY”; Plan: “Mad
River FLOODWAY”). The fourth model plan (Plan 4) consists of the NF Mad River “with
levee” option, which includes the levee along the right overbank of the NF Mad River and is
used to provide flood elevations assuming a functioning levee (Geometry: “North Fork w Levee
Hardcoded in”; Plan: “Mad River – N.Fork w Levee hardcoded in”). Lastly, the fifth model plan
(Plan 5) includes the NF Mad River “without levee” option, which has the levee option removed
but the levees remaining in the geometry, and is used to provide natural valley flood elevations
assuming a nonfunctioning levee (Geometry: “North Fork wo Levee but levee in geo”; Plan:
“Mad – NF wo Levee but levee in geo”).

Hydraulic Analysis Results
1-Percent Annual Chance Profiles
The Project model plans were used to predict water surface elevations (WSE) for the 10-, 4-, 1and 0.2- percent annual chance discharges for the Mad River and NF Mad River. Figure 4 shows
the 1-percent annual chance discharge WSE profiles for Plan 1 (Mad River, functioning levee)
and Plan 2 (Mad River, nonfunctioning levee), and the effect that the Mad River levee has on the
flood elevations. Figure 5 shows the 1-percent annual chance discharge WSE profiles for Plan 4
(NF Mad River, functioning levee) and Plan 5 (NF Mad River, nonfunctioning levee), and the
effect that the Mad River levee has on the flood elevations.
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Figure 4. Predicted 1-percent annual chance discharge water surface elevation profiles for Plan 1
with functioning levees (blue line with triangles) and Plan 2 with nonfunctioning levees (blue line)
along Mad River (figure generated in HEC-RAS).
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Figure 5. Predicted 1-percent annual chance discharge water surface elevation profiles for Plan 4
with functioning levees (blue line with triangles) and Plan 5 with nonfunctioning levees (blue line)
along North Fork Mad River (figure generated in HEC-RAS).

Mad River Floodway Analysis
A floodway analysis was performed for the entire reach of the Mad River. Method 4 was run
initially to set preliminary encroachments for both the left and right overbanks. Those resulting
encroachments were then imported into Method 1 and the encroachments were fine-tuned in
order to maximize the floodway limits while holding the delta between the floodway run and the
1-percent annual chance flood profiles at or below the allowable 1.00 feet.

Summary
This document provides a summary of the HEC-RAS steady state hydraulic models used for
estimating flood elevations along the Mad River and North Fork Mad River, Humboldt County,
California. The models were developed to be consistent with FEMA standards and guidelines,
and general hydraulic modeling methods. It is recommended that these Project models be used
to predict water surface elevations (and conduct associated floodplain mapping) for the 10-, 4-,
1- and 0.2- percent annual chance discharge for the FEMA Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map
and Flood Insurance Study update for the Mad River, Humboldt County, California.
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Appendix A
National Geodetic Survey VERTCON Conversion from NGVD29 to NAVD88
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National Geodetic Survey VERTCON Output
Questions concerning the VERTCON process may be mailed to NGS
--------------------------------------------------------------Latitude: 40.876
Longitude: 123.992
NGVD 29 height:
Datum shift(NAVD 88 minus NGVD 29): 1.020 meter

JKA estimated Datum Shift in feet as: 3.346 feet
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Appendix B
Humboldt County Hatchery Road Bridge As-Built Plans (portion of plan set)
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